
 

The Transformations of Democracy Who’s who?! 

   

 

Welcome! 

We would like to seize the opportunity to introduce the new colleagues to the WZB community. So, in 
order to win a bottle of sparkling wine, please tell us – using (four answers each) 

 

D for Daniel Ziblatt 

E for Emilie Segura 

F for Fabio Ellger 

N for Nourhan Elsayed 

S for Sebastian Hellmeier 

– Who is who?! 

The one with the highest number of correct answers will win, in case of people scoring equally high, 

the joker question will decide (the guess closest to the actual number scores highest). 

The correct answers will be published on our website https://www.wzb.eu/en/research/dynamics-of-political-

systems/transformations-of-democracy. 

 

1. Who started his/her studies with music and actually intended to become a concert pianist? 

       

2. Whose could – should his/her academic career should fail – also make a living as    

tennis coach?  

 

3. Whose first job was refilling yogurts and milk at a local supermarket?                                            

 

4. Who worked as a nanny in Paris for one year after his/her undergraduate degree? 

 

5. Who enjoyed studying Cultural Anthropology at university? 

 

6. Who is a pre-doctoral research fellow in the Transformations of Democracy research unit? 

 

7. Whose first job was sandwich maker at Subway? 
 

8. Who is currently working on autocratization processes in democracies and the emergence of 

right-wing populist movements? 
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9. Who completed an MA in Labor Policies & Globalization and wrote a thesis focusing on the 

influence of "Zentrum Automobil," a right-wing extremist faction of autoworkers? 

 

10. “How we design our world matters, and that is truly fascinating.” - Who was drawn to Political 
Science by how it helps him/her pay attention to small and trivial details, such as specific 
institutional rules, and how they systematically shape human behavior? 
 

11. Who studied classical music for eleven years at the Academy of Arts? 
 

12. Whose PhD topic is essentially the same as his/her Bachelor’s thesis, namely “Party  

Polarization and Political Representation in contemporary Democracies”? 

 

13. Who received credits for swim training at two different universities abroad, but was never  

able to transfer them back home? 

 

14. Who was inspired to study political science due to his/her experience participating in the 

Egyptian revolution? 

 

15. Whose thesis topic was “Why do people protest in favor of authoritarian leaders?”? 

 

16. Whose first love – in terms of research – was historical research? 

 

17. Whose motivation to study political science was boosted by a trip to Venezuela under Hugo 

Chavez in 2009? 

 

18. Who is a huge fan of the comic strip “Peanuts” finding it deeply philosophical and wise? 

 

19. Who, as a child, got stuck in a laundry chute so that his/her sister almost had to call the fire 

department? 

 

20. Whose interest in politics was perked up by reading “The Adventures of Tintin”? 

 

And the Joker (in case participants score equally high) – How many M&Ms are in the jar?!                     

 

Name: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Email: ___________________________________________________ 

Datenschutzhinweis: 

Mit Angabe Ihrer E-Mail-Adresse erklären Sie sich damit einverstanden, dass das WZB Ihre Adresse nutzt, um den/die 
Gewinner*in des Quiz zu informieren. Die E-Mail-Adressen werden ausschließlich zu diesem Zweck verwendet, nicht an Dritte 
weitergegeben und nach Abschluss der Preisübergabe vollständig gelöscht. Diese Einwilligung kann jederzeit mit Wirkung für 
die Zukunft widerrufen werden, z.B. per E-Mail an td.office@wzb.eu. Die Einwilligung stellt zugleich die Rechtsgrundlage der 
Datenverarbeitung im Sinne der DSGVO dar. Weitere Informationen zum Datenschutz, insbesondere zu Ihren 
Datenschutzrechten und die Kontaktdaten unseres Datenschutzbeauftragten finden Sie unter: 
https://www.wzb.eu/de/datenschutz/ 
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